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ABSTRACT
Bedside robotic endoscopes render surgeons autonomous from assistants, potentially improving surgical outcome and decreasing costs. Why then have they not been widely adopted? We take a step back and first characterize classic (non-robotic) endoscope use through observations, literature and a domain expert interview. We review the literature on bedside robotic endoscopes and find that existing controls, individually, do not have the power to support both intended and appropriated endoscope uses. We thus explore combining controls to support this diversity of uses. Through an iterative cycle, we design and implement a multimodal and mixed-initiative technique that combines two user controls and one system control. Our evaluations confirm that individual controls do not satisfy the diversity of endoscope uses, and also that our technique indeed does so. Our work highlights the relevance of HCI research in the medical domain through robotic systems.
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INTRODUCTION
In Minimally Invasive Surgery (MIS), surgeons insert an endoscope (camera) and instruments into a patient’s abdomen through small incisions to operate. The surgeon typically manipulates the instruments while relying on an assistant to manipulate the endoscope. However, delegating control (1) increases variability of the surgical outcome, as communication is error prone [50] and the assistant can create an unsteady image or unintentionally rotate the view [17], and (2) it occupies the assistant with a repetitive task, adding cost to surgery. Our goal is to offload assistants from endoscope manipulation.

Telemanipulated surgical robots, such as the daVinci [21], free the assistant as the surgeon controls the endoscope from a distance. However, recent studies question the move towards telemanipulated robots as they have unintended impacts on perceptual senses and team work [43, 4, 10].

In this paper, we focus on bedside1 robotic endoscopes, which are manipulated at the bedside, next to the patient. Commercial bedside robotic endoscopes have implemented user controls through the hands [19], feet [46], voice [20] or the head [16], and research has also explored system control relying on image processing [30, 62, 58, 42, 28], fully delegating control to the robotic system. Surprisingly, bedside robotic endoscopes have not been adopted. We thus first take a step back to better understand classic endoscope use and their low adoption rate.

We derive a list of 13 tasks in classic (non-robotic) laparoscopic surgery that reflect both intended and appropriated endoscope uses. While reviewing bedside robotic endoscopes, we find that their design does not take into account this wide variety of uses. We thus turn our research towards controlling bedside robotic endoscopes with the goal of supporting the specific needs and constraints of such identified uses.

Through an iterative cycle, we design a novel interaction technique. First, we select a set of five controls based on their interactive properties and previous empirical findings. Second, we conduct a formative study in the form of video prototypes and retain three controls based on surgeon’s perceived advantages and limitations. The result is a mixed-initiative multimodal interaction technique as it combines user and system controls. Finally, we implement this interaction technique and evaluate it in a summative study. We show that our technique indeed supports the different endoscope uses we initially identified.

Our contributions are (1) a better understanding of classic endoscope use, (2) the design of a novel multimodal mixed-initiative interaction technique for bedside robotic endoscopes, and 3) its implementation, including a novel tool tracking algorithm based on robotics inverse kinematics. Altogether, our findings highlight the subtle but complex role of endoscopes in surgical tasks, they shed new light on the relevance of existing bedside robotic endoscopes and demonstrate potential benefits of multimodal and mixed-initiative interaction techniques.

BACKGROUND
Minimally Invasive Surgery (MIS) eliminates the need for large incisions as in open surgery. Surgeons insert tubular devices (trocars) through small incisions on the patient’s skin,

1 We coin this term to describe robots that keep surgeons at the bedside, independently of how they are manipulated. We distinguish from the daVinci, which is teleoperated and moves the surgeon from the bedside.
which restricts air flow when introducing and removing instruments. They use elongated mechanical instruments to operate and an endoscope to see inside the body through a 2D monitor. Using small incisions greatly improves the clinical outcome: it lowers morbidity of surgical site infections [12], it lowers estimated blood loss, and it shortens hospital stay and recovery [11, 26, 61]. MIS has become the routine procedure for interventions as cholecystectomy and appendectomy [37, 55].

An assistant manipulates the endoscope while the surgeon operates using both hands, which can introduce variability to the surgical outcome among surgeries of the same type. First, manual endoscope manipulation creates an unsteady image and unintentional rotations of the view, which can degrade performance, lead to errors and increase surgery time [17]. Second, communication between surgeons and assistants is error prone, as often the latter misinterpret instructions on where to move the view [50]. Third, manipulating the endoscope hampers assistants from performing other tasks such as suction, exposition or specimen retrieval [49]. Thus, giving control to the surgeon has great potential to improve surgery.

**Robotic-Assisted MIS** is when a robot assists surgeons. Today, there are mostly telemanipulated surgical robots, with the daVinci (Intuitive Surgical, Mountain View, CA, USA) [21] dominating the market with over six million procedures performed in 2018 [24]. Telemanipulation however (1) separates the surgeon from the patient and surgical team, eliminating haptic feedback and reducing visual feedback which impacts communication [4] and (2) increases costs. Moreover, the clinical benefits with respect to classic MIS have yet to be proven [52].

In this work, we focus exclusively on bedside robotic endoscopes, where the surgeon is next to the patient and surgical team when controlling the endoscope. Keeping the surgical team in proximity does not incur the impacts of teleoperation on perceptual senses and communication [43, 4, 10]. Although commercial bedside robotic endoscopes have implemented hand [19], feet [46], voice [20] or even head [16] control, adoption rates have been low. We thus take a step back to understand this problem and propose alternative designs.

**RESEARCH METHODOLOGY**

**Part I: Identifying The Problem.** We gain understanding of classic (non-robotic) endoscope use through identifying and describing two types of surgical tasks: those in which the endoscope is used for viewing (intended use), and those for which the endoscope is appropriated as a tool (beyond intended use). We then review existing bedside robotic endoscopes, we find that they propose only one control at a time (e.g. the voice or the feet), and, more importantly, that their evaluations do not focus on understanding the tradeoffs of different controls for different tasks. Our conclusion is that there is a fundamental problem in the design of bedside robotic endoscopes: they do not consider the diversity of endoscope uses.

**Part II: Exploring, Designing and Building Interaction.** We design a novel interaction technique for bedside robotic endoscopes that takes into account the variety of tasks identified in our analysis. It is informed by the interactive properties of individual control modalities and previous empirical findings of existing bedside robotic endoscopes. We iteratively explore the combination of controls in two studies. In a first study we use video prototypes to explore the individual benefits of five controls (four by the user and one by the system) within our defined tasks. In a second study, we implement three controls and explore their combination on the same set of tasks.

**CHARACTERIZING ENDOSCOPE USE: TASKS ANALYSIS**

We start our exploration by taking a step back from the technology and analyzing the current (i.e. non-robotic) endoscope uses to characterize it. We use observations from a previous study in HCI [4] and hierarchical task decompositions in the literature for different surgical procedures, including: the Nissen fundoplication procedure [31], laparoscopic radical prostatectomy [1] and cholecystectomy [8]. We incorporate a gynecology surgeon with 10 years of laparoscopic surgery experience into our team to provide feedback. We separate the tasks into two: surgical and endoscope appropriation.

**Intended Use: Surgical Tasks**

These tasks correspond to surgical gestures where the endoscope is used to see the actions performed by the tools.

1. **Object Insertion:** when an object such as a trocar, an instrument, a plastic bag (endobag) or a needle is inserted into the patient. The endoscope needs to be focused on the insertion point so that surgeons can make sure the object does not damage any part of the body. Surgeons perform a quick motion of backing the endoscope and turning towards the insertion point until finding it.

2. **Exploration:** when surgeons insert the endoscope into the patient, they scrutinize the body checking the anatomy, e.g. for abnormalities or traces of previous surgeries. Surgeons make large and fast movements with the endoscope.

3. **Focused Work:** when surgeons work in a focused area, for instance for dissecting or cutting. The endoscope should be steady and centered on the instruments.

4. **Anastomosis:** when surgeons do sutures to connect two adjacent channels, such as blood vessels or parts of the intestine. The endoscope should focus on the knot and also the needle when pulling the thread to tighten the knot.

![Figure 1. Classic Laparoscopic Surgery. The surgeon holds instruments and an assistant the endoscope and an instrument. The displays shows the live video feed of the endoscope. (source: wikipedia)](Image 76x120 to 275x272)
5. *Exposition*: when surgeons push a structure, such as an organ or an artery, with an instrument and make room for the endoscope to pass and show what is behind it. The endoscope is moved inwards behind the structure.

6. *Organ Mobilization*: when instruments are used to move organs and reveal a zone of interest. The endoscope needs to center on the instruments pushing the organ for safety but also on the zone of interest.

7. *Specimen Retrieval*: when a structure is inserted into a plastic bag after it is removed. There is little room for the endoscope, so it is pulled back into the trocar and should show the bag, the specimen, and the tools.

8. *Specimen Extraction*: when the specimen is extracted. The endoscope follows the tool that is grabbing the specimen (or a bag containing it) as it is removed from the body.

**Beyond Intended Use: Endoscope Appropriation**

We were surprised to identify instances where the endoscope is used beyond its intended use of observing the body. While the previous tasks are grounded on existing literature, we identified four tasks from observations and from interviewing the expert surgeon part of our team, where the endoscope is used in an accessory way to support surgical tasks.

9. **Endoscope Cleaning**: when surgeons rub the endoscope against tissue inside the body. Debris such as blood often dirty the endoscope, which normally should be removed and cleaned by rubbing it against a sterile gauze. To avoid this interruption and to save time, surgeons oftentimes rub off the endoscope tip against human tissue to remove debris.

10. **Endoscope Dissection**: when the camera shaft is used to break through tissue. The tools normally used for dissection are bipolar forceps and monopolar scissors, yet oftentimes surgeons turn to the endoscope shaft to dissect tissue by using it as a lever. They apply force to the distal end which is multiplied at the proximal end due to the trocar acting as a pivot, a phenomenon known as the *fulcrum effect* [40].

11. **Transillumination**: consists in glowing light through tissue to differentiate inner structures, as each structure reflects light in a particular way. Surgeons shine the endoscope light through the skin to identify blood vessels and other structures that should be avoided when piercing a trocar.

12. **Endoscope Exposition**: exposition is when surgeons push a structure to the side to make room for operating. To expose, an assistant normally uses the grasper tool to hold an organ and advances the endoscope so that the surgeon can advance both surgical tools and operate. Surgeons can also use the endoscope shaft to push an organ sideways while at the same time sliding behind a structure.

We acknowledge this list has limitations: surgical tasks greatly vary according to the specialty and specific procedure. Although the observed appropriation uses were consistent among the different surgeons (from study [4]), this list is not exhaustive as there might be other uses yet to be identified. We now review existing bedside robotic endoscopes and their controls.

**ROBOTIC BEDSIDE ENDOSCOPES**

We distinguish the modalities used by existing bedside robotic endoscopes where surgeons execute control from those where surgeons delegate control to the system.

**Surgeons Execute Control**

Bedside robotic endoscopes have proposed user controls that solicit the surgeon’s head, feet, voice and hands.

**Single Modality**

*Head. EndoAssist* (Armstrong Healthcare Ltd.) [16, 14, 15], previously called *EndoSista*, is a commercial robotic endoscope that proposed control using the head. The surgeon wears a headband over the surgical hat and a receiver unit on the belt. The system measures the head movement relative to the sensor, so that the surgeons can move the endoscope to the left (resp. right/up/down) by turning their head to the left (resp./right/up/down). A foot pedal must be pressed for the system to perform movements in order to avoid false activation. *Free-Hand* (Prosurgics Ltd.) [53], the current successor, uses the same headband but here the system continuously shows the action to execute on a small display, then the surgeon pushes the foot pedal to confirm its execution.

Previous research has proposed two techniques without commercialization. The first one is *Face MOUsE* [38], where surgeons perform a counterclockwise roll motion back and forth with the head to activate pan mode explicitly, then pitching and yawing the head controls the camera, and a new counterclockwise roll motion exits the mode. Likewise, with a clockwise roll motion the surgeon activates zoom in/out through pitching/yawing. The second one implements a parallax effect [56] which is always activated. The surgeon moves to the sides to see beyond the edges of the screen, increasing the amount of spatial information and thus increasing certainty, speed and accuracy of movement.

**Feet.** Three commercial robots propose foot control through a pad with 4 buttons for moving up, down, left and right, plus two buttons for moving in and out: the *AESOP* (Computer Motion) on version 1000 [46] (the first commercial robotic endoscope), on version 2000 [2] and on version 3000 [36]; *ViKY* (Vision Kontrol endoscopy, ViKY Ste Endocontrol-Medical SAS 38000, Grenoble, France) [20]; and *RoboLens* [34]. Another approach is to use foot orientation, which has been explored for sinus surgery [9]. Here, stepping on the ball of the feet, the heel or the sides control the direction of movement, which is only possible when the surgeon is sitting.

**Voice.** *ViKY* [20] implements a voice control interface, where the surgeon says “*Viky*” and then either “*right*”, “*left*”, “*up*”, “*down*”, “*in*” or “*out*”. At the same time, the surgeon must push a foot pedal to confirm the action and avoid false activation. *RoboLens* [34] implements a similar interface: while the surgeon is pressing the foot switch, the system listens to the microphone and interprets commands. The system repeats the interpreted command over headphones, so that the surgeon can releases the pedal in case of misinterpretation.
AESOP 2000 [2] also interprets voice commands to control the direction of the movement. The system provides two modes, a first one where it moves the endoscope until the surgeon instructs “stop”, and a second one where the system makes a small movement per command spoken (e.g. “left”). To avoid false activation the system attains a more accurate recognition by requiring a voice-training stage instead of using pedals, consisting of repeating 23 words six times.

**Hand.** Two commercial robots propose control through a joystick for 2D motion (left–right, up–down) and buttons for moving inwards and outwards: SOLOASSIST [19, 29] (AK-TORmed GmbH) and AESOP 1000 [46]. SOLOASSIST provides a joystick attached to the instrument, whereas AESOP, provides a cabled remote which the surgeon needs to grab with one hand, letting go of the surgical instrument. Regarding research, both 2D [54] (a ThinkPad TrackPoint joystick attached to the instrument) and 3D joysticks (finger through ring [7]) have been proposed.

**Multimodality**
We define multimodality as having multiple modalities available while executing a task. We discuss systems that propose more than one modality and the studies that compare them.

**Voice and Feet.** Mirbagheri et al. [34] evaluated RoboLens to compare voice vs. feet, first measuring technical aspects (accuracy, range of motion) and then preference after 30 laparoscopic operations. Surgeons preferred the foot pedal as the voice command had a large delay in the execution. Still, they remarked that the pedal is not ideal as they need to look down to find the correct one among the other pedals for activating electrical tools.

In a study with six porcine models [20] using ViKY, half performed with voice control and half with feet, surgeons preferred pedals because voice commands were sometimes misinterpreted by the system (12 times in average, range = 9–21).

Allaf et al. [2] evaluated voice vs. feet on the AESOP 2000 using a task that required surgeons to move the endoscope and focus on targets (the endoscope had a cross hair that had to be matched with the target). Foot was faster and learned quicker, command misinterpretation was higher with voice.

**Feet and Hand.** The AESOP [46] is one example, but we did not find studies comparing these interfaces.

**Feet, Hand and Voice.** One study [33] compared the AESOP 2000 in 50 operations, half using the hand and feet control and half voice. This is the only study we found that reports on two available modalities at once, although, there are no findings reported on how hand and voice interacted, their individual or combined benefits or the challenges in combining them. Also, it is not clear if surgeons used them interchangeably or exclusively, even if both were available. Authors report that feet is preferred to hand, as the application of the handpiece limits the surgeon to using two arms. However, authors observe that for feet surgeons have to look down to find the pedal and this decreases coordination. Lastly, voice appeared to be faster.

**Surgeons Delegate Control**
Here, the system controls the endoscope. The success depends on the capacity of automatically estimating the viewpoint that surgeons need. Existing systems have adopted one of two approaches: tracking instruments (object) or taking into account the activity (semantics) to compute the viewpoint.

Tracking objects relies on visual servoing, the process of tracking features in a video by comparing their current and desired position and then moving the robotic endoscope to reduce this distance [5]. Implementations of this approach include: computer vision using classification on the AESOP [30], monochrome markers for instruments [62], color markers [58, 42, 28] and later more complex methods, such as model-free efficient second-order minimization (ESM) tracking algorithm based on histogram matching [6]. All these methods have the limitation of relying on a clear view of the scene for processing the image, although frequently in surgery, blood, internal structures or smoke from cautereization occlude the endoscope lens.

Tracking using semantics relies on extracting knowledge from the surgery. One approach is using information from previous interventions to determine the optimal zoom ratio [39]. Another to simulate a cognitive approach with long-term memory of interventions and surgical facts, procedural memory of learned behaviors and an episodic memory that stores user experiences; and a short-term memory where the surgical state and focus of attention are kept [45].

While these two approaches are promising, a major limitation is that they do not take into account surgeons’ intentions, for example, when a surgeon wants to closely examine a structure or show a zone with the purpose of teaching an assistant.

**Conclusion**
While several studies evaluated bedside robotic endoscopes, they have focuses on showing that certain controls perform better than an assistant. It still remains unclear what are the impacts of the evaluated control properties on interaction. Moreover, these evaluations are performed in actual surgeries (in-vivo or porcine model) without a clear formalization of different tasks. This is appropriate for ecological validity, although it does not let us understand the individual benefits of a control for a specific task, i.e. why a control works or not in a particular situation.

We have previously shown the variety of tasks imposing different requirements (e.g. haptic feedback) and constraints (e.g. the need to use both hands) on endoscope use. It appears that existing bedside robotic endoscopes have not taken this into consideration enough in their design and evaluation. We argue this is one of the reasons behind the low adoption of bedside robotic endoscopes, as it limits the surgical tasks they can effectively support. We believe that one solution is to provide different user controls and combine them with a system controls that automatically moves the endoscope.
DESIGNING AN INTERACTION TECHNIQUE

We aim at designing a novel interaction technique for bedside robotic endoscopes that supports the diversity of endoscope uses we identified. We study the potential benefits of combining user and system controls as we believe providing surgeons with different types of controls is critical to support our identified endoscope uses. However, this design space is large: it is unclear which controls to consider and whether they can easily be combined altogether. We now present the reduction process to select the final controls.

Excluded Controls

We exclude voice based on empirical findings and theory. Previous studies show voice is error prone, both because of system command misinterpretation [20, 36] and because having to repeat commands distracts the surgeon [2]. Moreover, voice remains more appropriate for discrete control (e.g. “move left... move left... move left”) rather than continuous control. We exclude feet based on previous empirical evidence showing that when surgeons use bedside robotic endoscopes that rely on pedals, they look down to find the correct one among those for electric tools, which draws their concentration away from the surgery [34]. Our team’s expert surgeon confirms this from his own experience using pedals.

Finally, in a brainstorm with our team’s expert surgeon, we discard different body parts (e.g. elbow, knees, hips, tongue) that could be used for control as they affect the comfort and/or have limited degrees of freedom. For instance, in surgery, elbows are kept close to the body purposely to avoid fatigue.

Retained User Controls

Head

Despite the negative results in commercial bedside robotic endoscopes, we believe this modality has potential as HCI has done advanced explorations and implementations [60, 51, 22]. The head provides not only a high level of immersion [57] but also a high level of efficiency when navigating in 3D environments while the hands are used for a primary task [25]. Current commercial bedside robotic endoscopes require an explicit activation with the feet as already highlighted, and they only provide discrete control which impairs both performance and comfort. Moreover, studies do not provide information about the control-display ratio which is critical for such controls.

1. **Posture Tracking:** we retain the head for control and offer more freedom by tracking the whole posture to control the endoscope’s left-to-right directional movement.

Hand

We also retain hand control despite the fact that surgeons already manipulate surgical instruments, as it provides full haptic feedback, which is generally not possible with other modalities.

2. **Hand Manipulation:** first, we keep the classical approach where surgeons grab and move the endoscope with one of their hands, as they are already familiar.

3. **Joystick:** second, we also consider control with a joystick mounted on to the side of one instrument. One commercial (SOLOASSIST) and two academic works [54, 7] implement a tool-mounted joystick. These do not suggest inadequacy for endoscope control, and given it provides eyes-free control in other contexts such as text entry [59], we retain it to study its individual benefits and integration with other techniques.

4. **Force Sensing:** finally, we propose a novel control with the hand, which conceptually consists in directly using the instrument as a joystick. Surgeons first lock the instrument by pushing a pedal, then, they apply forces to it which the system detects and uses as input to control the endoscope: when the surgeon tries to push inwards, the system moves the endoscope in, same for out or sideways motion. We believe this control is a good fit for tasks where surgeons cannot move their tools (e.g. doing a knot during an anastomosis) but they need to see a place (e.g. the entry point when inserting a scissor to cut the suture).

Retained System Controls

Automatic camera control has been implemented in virtual environments either by tracking objects of interest such as a character’s head [27] or by using semantics, such as the narrative of a story [18]. These two approaches have been explored for endoscopes, but never compared to or integrated with user controls.

5. **Tool Tracking:** we implement automatic control through tool tracking. One limitation of existing solutions is that they rely on computer vision, thus, we leverage our existing setup where a robot holds the tool, and compute the instrument position based on inverse kinematics, not the endoscope image. We thus avoid problems from occlusion. The endoscope automatically centers the view on the primary tool tip as it moves across the surgical site. To avoid permanent movement of the view as the surgeon operates, we divide the screen into two regions: the center where tool movement does not trigger a corrective action of the endoscope and the screen edge, defining a spatial activation threshold beyond which a compensatory movement is activated to recenter the instrument tip.

We retain five controls as our goal is to combine them to support surgeons with an appropriate control for each task. A key aspect of this combination is that it is a mixed-initiative [3] approach: it mixes different surgeon controls (head and hand) with system controls (tool tracking). In mixed control, the user and the system cooperate to accomplish a task, thus, in our context, surgeons can choose to execute or delegate control according to the task at hand. This is promising as delegating control offloads surgeons while executing control lets surgeons deal with complex, unusual situations.

We now conduct a video-based evaluation to refine our choice of individual controls and, in a second step, investigate how they can be combined.
STUDY 1: EXPLORATION OF ENDOSCOPE CONTROLS

We investigate the advantages and limitations of the retained controls by evaluating the endoscope uses we identified using a set of criteria developed with the team’s expert surgeon and semi-structured interviews. To increase transparency and reproducibility, we preregistered this study and provide access to the protocol, questionnaire and video prototype.

Participants
We recruited 6 laparoscopic surgery surgeons (Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experience (years)</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Institution</th>
<th>Specialty</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P1 12</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>H1</td>
<td>Gynecology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2 11</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>H1</td>
<td>Gynecology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3 7.5</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>H1</td>
<td>Gynecology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4 15</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>H2</td>
<td>Digestive Surgery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5 31</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>H2</td>
<td>Digestive Surgery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P6 20</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>H3</td>
<td>Pediatric Surgery</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Study 1 participants

Method and Data Collection
We video-recorded an actor enacting each control using the robotic arms described in System Implementation, although a confederate moved the endoscope from a computer. This wizard-of-oz method lets us identify the relevance of controls early-on. We acknowledge it has limitations as watching video of a control is different from testing it hands-on. Moreover, it might lead to discarding some controls too quickly, thus more work is necessary to completely discard the excluded controls.

Participants first watched the user controls: HAND MANIPULATION, POSTURE TRACKING, JOYSTICK, FORCE SENSING evaluating them in a 7-point likert scale using the following criteria: stability, movement fluidity, movement economy, movement amplitude (magnitude of distance), precision, mental load and intuitiveness. Following, they watched the system control video, TOOL TRACKING, answering to the same questionnaire. In a semi-structured interview, participants evaluated the controls for our surgical tasks, followed by an open interview. Interviews were audio recorded, quotes are translated into English.

Data Analysis
We present a visualization of the questionnaire data (Figure 2) as this is not a controlled experiment and the number of participants is low for statistical analysis. For the semi-structured questions and open interviews, one of the principal investigators listened to the interviews and took notes. We then performed a qualitative analysis to answer our research questions, underpinned by a bounded relativist ontological stance and constructivist epistemological stance [35]. We took an inductive approach, creating meaning from specific examples in the interviews. The investigator that performed the analysis had a background in HCI and is heavily influenced by the view that computer systems, and especially robots, should not be designed with the goal of replacing human activity but to enhance it in a partnership.

2https://osf.io/w6ud3/

Results
The best ranked controls were HAND MANIPULATION and TOOL TRACKING, with scores above the average (Figure 2).

HAND MANIPULATION was perceived as having the lowest mental load and being the most intuitive. It was noted as the best for all the surgical tasks that require ample and free movements: Exploration, Object Insertion and Specimen Extraction. Also, it is the only one adequate for the tasks where the endoscope is appropriated: Endoscope Cleaning, Endoscope Dissection, Transillumination and Endoscope Extraction. However, participants noted that it requires one hand which interrupts the surgical task, and P6 noted that when surgeons stand on one side of the patient, they cannot reach the other side to grab and manually move the endoscope, making this control cumbersome for some types of surgery.

POSTURE TRACKING received mixed comments. Although surgeons tend to lean their bodies sideways when trying to see beyond the screen edge, this movement is considered “parasite” (P3) and should be avoided. P1 saw a great potential as this control does not solicit the hands, contrary to all other controls, provided that it works flawlessly. The biggest fear shared across all participants is false activation: the system reacting to posture changes when turning the head to talk to colleagues or picking up a tool from the table. Participants also showed concerns about imposed posture constraints, as posture plays an important role: to avoid fatigue surgeons keep elbows low and shoulders straight (P1, P4); to rest, surgeons change position and move their head to the sides. P2 mentioned the control might be cognitively demanding. Overall, participants noted that this control might work for tasks with low movement amplitude where the tools stay on the field of view, such as Focused Work and Anastomosis.

JOYSTICK was appreciated by all surgeons as they can manipulate the endoscope without letting go of the tools, and it was perceived as appropriate for narrow movements (P4). Still, it was perceived as slow and that it could affect the ergonomics during tool manipulation as it solicits one finger (P1, P2, P4, P5). Lastly P4 had used the SOLOASSIST [19] before with a joystick interface and acknowledged that, although in theory it does not pose problems, in practice the joystick direction is inverted when the tool is rotated, possibly leading to confusion.
FORCE SENSING was perceived similar to the JOYSTICK, in general surgeons saw the potential but were worried about it being imprecise (P1), leading to high mental load (P2), and being slow. Moreover, the problem of how to activate this control still remains an issue, with participants suggesting using a pedal or a button. Still, two surgeons saw potential in the control (P3, P4), especially P4 as one can move to one place (e.g. instrument insertion) while doing a task that requires the tool to be still (e.g. suture).

Both JOYSTICK and FORCE SENSING were perceived adequate for all tasks with low amplitude movement, both when tools stay in the view (Focused Work and Anastomosis) and when they might be outside (Exposition, Organ Mobilization, Specimen Retrieval and Specimen Extraction).

TOOL TRACKING was every participant’s favorite control. P1 and P3 thought it was “seducing”, P5 that it was “very intuitive” and “very interesting”, P6 that “this is something very interesting [...] it’s exactly what we need”. Every participant acknowledged that the control does not interrupt surgery, and that it would work during most of the surgical tasks. P1 was concerned with practical issues such as how to select which tool to follow or how the system would behave when following two tools. All were concerned about how to use this control to see places where there are no tools. We thus explored during interviews ideas on how to enable and disable the control. One possibility that came up was displaying a dashed line on the screen to separate the center from the edge regions, such that tracking is activated when the tool crosses the line but not when it passes between lines. However, as P3 put it, it is hard to focus on two different layers of information. Another possibility is having the system follow only the dominant tool. This control was perceived adequate for all surgical task except for Exploration and Object Insertion since the task does not necessarily involve handling instruments.

Conclusion and Final Design

We retained HAND MANIPULATION as it is adequate for tasks that require high movement amplitude and/or haptic feedback. Both JOYSTICK and FORCE SENSING are adequate for low amplitude movement, we chose to retain JOYSTICK as it does not require explicit activation. We initially valued POSTURE control was perceived adequate for all surgical task except for Focused Exploration and Anastomosis. P1 acknowledged that the control does not interrupt surgery, and P2 that it allows surgeons to focus on operating without thinking about controlling the endoscope.

Our final design is a multimodal and mixed-initiative technique. It combines TOOL TRACKING (system control), which offloads the surgeon when working in a focused area, with HAND MANIPULATION and JOYSTICK (user controls) which lets surgeons do both ample and narrow movements.

SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION

We implement a first prototype of our multimodal mixed-initiative technique. We perform a preliminary evaluation with 6 surgeons, mostly the same ones as Study 1, to calibrate the technique and improve usability. This lead us to use a smaller joystick than originally planned, to fine tune the speed of movement in tool tracking, and to include tracking in depth, moving the endoscope inwards and outwards as surgeons move the tools in these directions.

Setup

The setup (Figure 3-a) has two main components: a robotic instrument manipulator and a robotic endoscope manipulator. We first describe the technology for both robotic arms.

Robotic Arms. These are modified Hapton Virtuose 3D robots: compact, lightweight and characterized by six rotational joints that allow full motion across the surgical workspace. One important feature is their high transparency. Contrary to commercial bedside robotic endoscopes, such as the daVinci [21], AESOP and ViKY that exhibit stiff responses to external actions, these robotic arms are characterized by a highly compliant behavior: the cable-driven actuation significantly lowers the frictional phenomena at the joint level, conferring a high transparency, ease of hand-manipulation and safety. We implemented by software (1) tool weight compensation, to make tool-holding more transparent to surgeons, and (2) a lock function that after 3 seconds locks the arm into a precise position (status shown by LEDs mounted on the arms). The surgeon can unlock the system by gently pulling to overcome a defined force threshold of 2N.

Robotic instrument. Surgical instruments can be mounted onto the robotic arm (Figure 3-1) by using a magnetic clipper. This arm can sense the cartesian tool tip position in real-time (1000Hz), which is a key feature for TOOL TRACKING.

Robotic endoscope. An endoscope is attached to the robotic arm (Figure 3-2) through a customized metallic support, ensuring the correct orientation of the optical axis. It has a FullHD (1980 × 1080) resolution and a refresh rate of 50FPS, its video feed is displayed on the tablet screen (Figure 3-3). The lock function ensures a stable view.

Calibration. It is essential that the two robots know (1) their relative position and (2) the relative position of the entry points (trocars) for precise interaction, especially TOOL TRACKING. A calibration procedure is required in the pre-operative phase to estimate the 3D pose of the robotic endoscope with respect to the robotic instrument. Then, our system is capable of automatically estimating the position of the trocars by computing the best intersection of a set of straight lines that represent the instrument position at different times [13].

Controls Implementation. TOOL TRACKING relies on the robots’ kinematics to compute the tool tip position in the 3D reference frame of the endoscope robot. We then project the tool tip position onto the video feed, using the endoscope calibration parameters, which is divided into three regions:

center, working and edge (Figure 3-b). The endoscope does not move while the tool is inside center or working; when it enters the edge, the endoscope centers the tip into center. Our approach has great advantages over visual-based tracking as it is precise and robust to visual occlusion, a common problem in surgery (e.g. by blood, organs or smoke). The first prototype implemented only lateral tracking of the endoscope pose. However, the pilot study showed that tracking in depth was necessary for tasks as Focused Work and Anastomosis, so we added tracking according to the tool’s depth of insertion. Finally, our teams’ expert surgeon calibrated movement speed and the size of the areas for optimal performance.

JOYSTICK relies on a finger-controlled joystick clipped at the base of the instrument handle, within finger reach (Figure 3-d). In the first prototype, we used a KY-023 push joystick⁴. The pilot study showed that it was not easy to manipulate due to its size. Therefore, we switched to the more compact MIKROE-1506 push joystick⁵. We read the output using a Raspberry PI and pass it on through a web socket to our main application. Left, right, up and down movements are mapped to the same directions in the endoscope tip; if the joystick is pushed, the zoom control is activated: within a 1-second window, the up/down input will be mapped to in/out, controlling the depth of the endoscope.

HAND MANIPULATION is enabled when the surgeon pulls and unlocks the endoscope, enabling movement without restrictions while the robot only provides gravity compensation.

Control Switching
Our technique seamlessly integrates system and user controls. All controls are always enabled. Tracking becomes active when the surgeon moves the tool tip inside the center (Figure 3-a), and inactive when another control is currently used. At any time, the surgeon can switch to HAND MANIPULATION by grabbing the endoscope and pulling it (Figure 3-c), or to JOYSTICK by operating it (Figure 3-d).

Figures 3. (a) System. (1) A robotic instrument that can capture the tool tip position, (2) a robotic endoscope controlled by the surgeon and the system and (3) a screen displaying the endoscope video feed. Controls: (b) TOOL TRACKING, (c) HAND MANIPULATION and (d) JOYSTICK.

STUDY 2: TECHNIQUE AND PROTOTYPE EVALUATION
We evaluate our interaction technique, which combines two user controls and one system control. To increase transparency and reproducibility, we preregistered this study and provide access to the protocol and questionnaire⁶.

Participants and Apparatus
We recruited 6 laparoscopic surgery surgeons, all different from Study 1 (Table 2). We used a laparotrainer, the standard equipment for evaluating surgical skills [48], which has proactive transfer to real surgery [47].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experience (years)</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Institution</th>
<th>Specialty</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>H1 Pediatric Surgery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>H2 Gynecology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>H2 Gynecology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>H3 Gynecology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>H2 Gynecology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P6</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>H2 Gynecology</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Study 2 participants

Method and Data Collection
Participants tested HAND MANIPULATION, JOYSTICK and TOOL TRACKING individually first, then their combination. We chose six tasks: four surgical, where two require ample movements (Exploration, Object Insertion), two require narrow movements (Focused Work, Anastomosis); and two where the endoscope is appropriated (Endoscope Cleaning and Endoscope Exposition). Participants performed these tasks:

1. Exploration: showing the four corners of the laparotrainer;
2. Object Insertion: inserting a tool under eye control, thus first visualizing the trocar and then inserting the tool;
3. Endoscope Cleaning: rubbing the endoscope onto a surface;
4. Focused Work: transferring 4 pegs in a 3 × 4 peg transfer board using two tools, transferring the peg between them;
5. Anastomosis: suturing two structures; and,
6. Endoscope Exposition: pushing a structure with the endoscope to see underneath it.

⁵https://www.mikroe.com/joystick-click
⁶https://osf.io/mx6gm
The user evaluation consisted of two parts.

- **Part I: All Tasks with All Controls.** Participants perform each task using each control randomly to get acquainted with them and to perceive their trade-offs. Then, they evaluate if each control is appropriate for each task using a 7-point scale.

- **Part II: Series of Tasks.** Participants perform all tasks in the following sequence: ** Exploration, Object Insertion, Endoscope Cleaning, Focused Work, Anastomosis and Endoscope Exposition.** This sequence was defined with our team’s expert surgeon to best reflect task ordering during surgical procedures. We observe if participants choose the control rated as the highest in each task. After finishing, we ask questions in an open interview focusing on whether they chose their preferred control and why (or why not), problems switching controls and aspects to improve.

We video-recorded participants in both parts.

**Data Analysis**

For likert-scale questions (Part I) we analyze the data visually as this is not a controlled experiment and the number of participants is low for a statistical analysis. One of the researchers watched the recorded videos and listened to the interview audios using the same approach as in Study I.

**Results**

First and foremost, this study showed that the implementation was robust, it worked for our selected tasks and participants believed it could be used for real surgery. Participants were surprised by the implementation of the different controls, especially **Tool Tracking.** Feedback focused on high-level (e.g. control combination) rather than low-level (e.g. size of the joystick) interaction considerations, as it was the case on the pilot study during the implementation phase. We now present results for each control both from the questionnaire (Figure 4) and interviews. Then, we discuss their combination.

**Part I: Individual Controls**

**Hand Manipulation** was rated as the best for all surgical tasks, which was expected since this is how surgeons work today, with the exception of **Focused Work** for which the automatic control was rated best. We want to highlight that for the two endoscope appropriation tasks, this control received the highest rating and it was the only one with which participants could actually perform **Endoscope Exposition.** As four participants highlighted, it is necessary to have the full haptic feedback that only manipulation through the hand provides to perform the task correctly.

**Joystick** received a high rating overall except for **Endoscope Exposition,** as it requires feeling the tissue. We were surprised to see the high rating for **Endoscope Cleaning,** and that most participants could do this task, although in our case they did not have to pay attention to how much pressure they apply as this was not human tissue. Despite the high rating, five participants thought the joystick was not intuitive and had difficulties finding the best way to use it—moving to the wrong side or overshooting. Only **P5** mastered it from the start. Still, they thought they could use it in a real surgery by adapting their gestures, and highlighted that it would not be an impediment as they adapt their gestures very often, such as when working with a new assistant. **P1, P2 and P4** further added that they could master the joystick with practice.

Regarding our implementation, three participants thought the joystick was sensible, and **P4** actually touched it by accident several times resulting in unintended movements.

**Tool Tracking** was highly rated for all surgical tasks and low for the endoscope appropriation tasks. Participants mentioned this is because the tasks require haptic feedback which is only present when grabbing the endoscope.

Although every participant was impressed with this control, it became clear that it fails when the point of interest is not the tip of the instrument. The most notable example is when making sutures (**Anastomosis**) and pulling the string to tighten the knot: it is important to see the knot but here the endoscope moved to focus on the tool performing the pulling action, leaving the knot outside of the view. Again, participants remarked that they can use this control by adapting their gesture, in this example by making repeated small pulling motions instead of a long pull, which they already do when suturing in small areas.

In the specific case where the point of interest is not the tip of the tracked instrument, rather the other instrument, participants suggested that the system could switch the tool being tracked. Indeed, one limitation of our setup is that only one instrument is attached to a robot. Thus, the strength of our method from using kinematics and not image processing in this case is a limitation, as we can only track instruments attached to a robotic arm.

**Part II: Combination**

We observed that, generally, participants switched to their preferred control in each task. When asked explicitly if the previous task influenced their choice, all answered no. We believe that the cost of switching is lower to the cost of performing a task with a sub-optimal control. The mixed-initiative was perceived as “seducing” (**P6**), as participants saw the benefit of system and user control for each task. Our choice of an implicit switch from user to system control by placing the tip at the center, and from system to user control by grabbing the endoscope or using the joystick was seen as natural and intuitive.
Regarding the activation of Tool Tracking, four participants would have liked to have a way to explicitly deactivate the control. After having found a good plane of view for Focused Work or Anastomosis, participants did not want to risk the system moving the endoscope. They were hesitant of their movements and unsure of how to avoid the system taking over.

Similarly, all participants acknowledged that while they want the system to follow them sideways, they want to have control over the zoom level. Our method keeps the tool tip at a set distance from the endoscope tip, so once participants found a comfortable distance and started working on a task, the automatic tracking would take over and set the distance to a defined value. Participants suggested that placing the endoscope using Hand Manipulation or Joystick should set the distance for when Tool Tracking takes over.

We explored in the interview how the joystick could be used to activate and deactivate Tool Tracking by clicking it (as a button), and to use one of the directions (up–down) to control the zoom. This suggestion was well received by four participants, and we were surprised that two (P3, P6) made this suggestion before we mentioned it.

IMPLICATIONS FOR DESIGN

The Importance of Real Tasks

Previous robotic endoscope research has not taken into account the variety of situated endoscope uses. Our evaluations confirmed that different tasks impose different constraints on the surgeon (e.g. must use two hands) and on the type of movement needed (e.g. high amplitude movements). The design and evaluation of future systems should consider this variety of uses. Moreover, specific surgeries may include different task which we have not yet considered, thus, we also encourage their further exploration.

Combining Controls

Combining controls has been studied in HCI for interacting with systems in the surgery room, although there is more ground to cover to better understand interaction in this critical context environment. Mentis et al. [32] studied voice and hand gesture control for a system that shows preoperative images, and conclude that there is a case for redundancy as their benefits are circumstantial. O’Hara et al. [41] highlights that control techniques should be designed to work within operating rooms, as individual and also collaborative practices vary. Our findings show this is also the case for endoscopes: exists controls alone do not cover the wide space of tasks. Combining controls creates a synergy where surgeons can take advantage of their individual benefits and chose according to the task at hand and their personal preference. Future robotic endoscopes should also explore the combination of different controls.

Automatic Control

Automatic tool tracking showed great potential in our studies as it offloads the surgeon, to the point where they take control for granted. Still, vision-based approaches studied so far are greatly limited as image occlusion is common during surgery. We introduced a viable alternative: taking advantage of robotics inverse kinematics. Future robotic endoscopes can also benefit from this approach, and even explore the combination with visual tracking. Moreover, our evaluation revealed that automatic control is not enough and has limitations: although implicit activation based on instrument position is adequate and provides a smooth transition from user controls, it is important to provide additional explicit deactivation for cases where surgeons want to keep a particularly good point of view or in case of emergencies.

Domain Application for HCI

Given the high rate of adoption of robotic systems in the operating room, research in HCI and robotics must keep up with this trend to improve interaction. The da Vinci robot went from 652,000 surgeries in 2015 [23] to over six million by the end of 2018 [24]. But it is only the beginning of a long exploration of robots in the operating room. We encourage more research in HCI that can be applied for the development of robotic systems in the surgical domain.

Conversely, HCI research can also learn from the surgical domain. In the case of camera control for instance, research has highly evaluated head control, however, for surgeons, this control is not well adapted. We hope our work inspires further work on virtual camera control, to include the case of surgeons and endoscope control.
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